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Friday Black

Riverrun

9781787476004

The instant New York Times bestseller 'An unbelievable debut' New York Times  Racism,

but "managed" through virtual reality   Black Friday, except you die in a bargain-crazed

throng   Happiness, but pharmacological   Love, despite everything  A Publisher's Weekly

Most Anticipated Book for Fall 2018   Friday Black tackles urgent instances of racism and

cultural unrest, and explores the many ways we fight for humanity in an unforgiving

world. In  the first, unforgettable story of this collection, The Finkelstein Five, Adjei-

Brenyah gives us an unstinting reckoning of the brutal prejudice of the US justice system.

In Zimmer Land we see a far-too-easy-to-believe imagining of racism as sport. And Friday

Black and How to Sell a Jacket as Told by Ice King show the horrors of consumerism and

the toll it takes on us all.  Fresh, exciting, vital and contemporary, Friday Black will appeal

to people who love Colson Whitehead's Underground Railroad, the TV show Black Mirror,

the work of Kurt Vonnegut and George Saunders, and anyone looking for stories that

speak to the world we live in now.  'An excitement and a wonder' George Saunders  'The

writing in this outstanding collection will make you hurt and demand your hope' Roxane

Gay  'The fiction debut of the year. Bravo young man. We await your encore' Mary Karr

Adjei-Brenyah, Nana Kwame

Littératures étrangères contemporaines

Rayon poche

Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans

27/06/2019
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Another Country

Penguin Books UK

9780141186375

After Rufus Scott, an embittered and unemployed black jazz-musician commits suicide, his

sister Ida and old friend Vivaldo become lovers. Yet their feelings for each other are

complicated by Rufus's friends, especially the homosexual actor Eric Jones who has been

Vivaldo's lover.

Baldwin, James

Littératures et textes étrangers classiques

Rayon poche

Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans

11/09/2001
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Noughts and Crosses

Penguin Books UK

9780141378640

'Unforgettable' Guardian  'Stop it! You're all behaving like animals! Worse than animals -

like blankers!'  Sephy is a Cross: dark-skinned and beautiful, she lives a life of privilege

and power. But she's lonely, and burns with injustice at the world she sees around her.

Callum is a nought: pale-skinned and poor, he's considered to be less than nothing - a

blanker, there to serve Crosses - but he dreams of a better life.   They've been friends since

they were children, and they both know that's as far as it can ever go. Noughts and Crosses

are fated to be bitter enemies - love is out of the question.   Then - in spite of a world that

is fiercely against them - these star-crossed lovers choose each other.   But this is love

story that will lead both of them into terrible danger . . . and which will have shocking

repercussions for generations to come.   Voted as one of the UK's best-loved books,

Malorie Blackman's Noughts & Crosses is a seminal piece of YA fiction; a true modern

classic.   'The most original book I've ever read' Benjamin Zephaniah

Blackman, Malorie

Jeunesse / Fiction langue étrangère contemporaine

Rayon poche

Bons lecteurs (à partir de 9 ans)

Jeunesse - Eveil et Fiction / Roman

06/04/2017
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Assembly

Penguin Books UK

9780241992661

SHORTLISTED FOR THE FOLIO PRIZE 2022br>br>SHORTLISTED FOR THE

GOLDSMITHS PRIZE 2021br>br>SHORTLISTED FOR THE BOOKS ARE MY BAG

FICTION AWARD 2021br>br>''Diamond-sharp, timely and urgent'' Observer, Best

Debuts of 2021br>br>''Subtle, elegant, scorching'' Voguebr>br>''Virtuosic, exquisite,

achingly unique'' Guardianbr>br>''I''m full of the hope, on reading it, that this is the kind of

book that doesn''t just mark the moment things change, but also makes that change

possible'' Ali Smithbr>br>''Exquisite, daring, utterly captivating. A stunning new writer''

Bernardine Evaristobr>br>Come of age in the credit crunch. Be civil in a hostile

environment. Step out into a world of Go Home vans. Go to Oxbridge, get an education,

start a career. Do all the right things. Buy a flat. Buy art. Buy a sort of happiness. But

above all, keep your head down. Keep quiet. And keep going.br>br>The narrator of

Assembly is a Black British woman. She is preparing to attend a lavish garden party at her

boyfriend''s family estate, set deep in the English countryside. At the same time, she is

considering the carefully assembled pieces of herself. As the minutes tick down and the

future beckons, she can''t escape the question: is it time to take it all apart?br>br>Assembly

is a story about the stories we live within - those of race and class, safety and freedom,

winners and losers. And it is about one woman daring to take control of her own story,

even at the cost of her life.br>br>''One of the most talked-about debuts of the year . . .

You''ll read it in one sitting'' Sunday Times Stylebr>br>''Expertly crafted, remarkable,

astonishing... A literary debut with flavours of Jordan Peele''s Get Out'' Bookseller,

Editor''s Choicebr>br>''Virginia Woolf''s Mrs. Dalloway meets Citizen by Claudia

Rankine... As breathtakingly graceful as it is mercilessly true'' Olivia Sudjicbr>br>''Bold

and original, with a cool intelligence, and so very truthful about the colonialist structure of

British society'' Diana Evansbr>br>''This marvel of a novel manages to say all there is to

say about Britain today'' Sabrina Mahfouz>

Brown, Natasha

Littératures étrangères contemporaines

Rayon poche

Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans

05/05/2022
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New Boy

Vintage UK

9781784700249

britisch-amerikanische Autorin "Girl with a pearl earring, 1999"    2017, Retelling of

Othello, Shakespeare, Osei ist ein afrikanischer Diplomatensohn und der 4. Schulwechsel

in 6 Jahren. In Amerika 1970 sind Rassen-gemischte Klassen noch selten, doch Osei

freundet sich mit der beliebten und schönen Dee an. Eifersucht, Diskriminier-ung,

Mobbing, Kinder.      Hogarth Shakespear-Serie, Random House UK, auf Deutsch bei

KNAUS erschienen   Jeanette Winterson, The Gap of Time / The winter?s tale / Der weite

Raum der Zeit  Howard Jacobson, Shylock is my name / The Merchant of Venice / Der

Kaufmann von Venedig  Anne Tyler, Vinegar Girl / The taming of the shrew / Die

störrische Braut  Margaret Atwood, Hag-Seed / The tempest / Hexensaat  Tracy Chevalier,

New Boy, 2017 / Othello / Der Neue, 4.2018, geb.	  Edward St. Aubyn, Dunbar / King Lear

/	Dunbar und seine Töchter   Gillian Flynn, 2021 / Hamlet

Chevalier, Tracy

Littératures étrangères contemporaines

Rayon poche

Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans

17/05/2018
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Between the World and Me

Random House USA

9780525510307

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER •

NAMED ONE OF TIME’S TEN BEST NONFICTION BOOKS OF THE DECADE •

PULITZER PRIZE FINALIST • NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD

FINALIST  Hailed by Toni Morrison as “required reading,” a bold and personal literary

exploration of America’s racial history by “the most important essayist in a generation and

a writer who changed the national political conversation about race” (Rolling Stone)

NAMED ONE OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL BOOKS OF THE DECADE BY CNN •

NAMED ONE OF PASTE’S BEST MEMOIRS OF THE DECADE • NAMED ONE OF

THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • O:

The Oprah Magazine • The Washington Post • People • Entertainment Weekly • Vogue •

Los Angeles Times • San Francisco Chronicle • Chicago Tribune • New York • Newsday •

Library Journal • Publishers Weekly  In a profound work that pivots from the biggest

questions about American history and ideals to the most intimate concerns of a father for

his son, Ta-Nehisi Coates offers a powerful new framework for understanding our nation’s

history and current crisis. Americans have built an empire on the idea of “race,” a

falsehood that damages us all but falls most heavily on the bodies of black women and

men--bodies exploited through slavery and segregation, and, today, threatened, locked up,

and murdered out of all proportion. What is it like to inhabit a black body and find a way

to live within it? And how can we all honestly reckon with this fraught history and free

ourselves from its burden?  Between the World and Me is Ta-Nehisi Coates’s attempt to

answer these questions in a letter to his adolescent son. Coates shares with his son--and

readers--the story of his awakening to the truth about his place in the world through a

series of revelatory experiences, from Howard University to Civil War battlefields, from

the South Side of Chicago to Paris, from his childhood home to the living rooms of

mothers whose children’s lives were taken as American plunder. Beautifully woven from

personal narrative, reimagined history, and fresh, emotionally charged reportage, Between

the World and Me clearly illuminates the past, bracingly confronts our present, and offers a

transcendent vision for a way forward.

Coates, Ta-Nehisi

Documents, essais

Rayon poche

Tout public

05/09/2017
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Invisible Man

Penguin Books UK

9780141184425

Ralph Ellison's impassioned first novel, winner of the prestigious American National Book

Award, tells the story of an invisible man "simply because people refuse to see me". Yet

his powerfully depicted adventures go far beyond the story of one man.

Ellison, Ralph

Littératures et textes étrangers classiques

Rayon poche

Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans

02/08/2001
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I Am Not Sidney Poitier

GRAYW

9781555975272

An orphan at a young age, Not Sidney Poitier grows up in the home of an inattentive foster

father and struggles to balance his fortune with the inherent disadvantages of his skin

color.

Everett, Percival

Littératures étrangères contemporaines

Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans

06/05/2010
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Gathering of Old Men

Vintage USA

9780679738909

A powerful depiction of racial tensions arising over the death of a Cajun farmer at the

hands of a black man--set on a Louisiana sugarcane plantation in the 1970s.  The Village

Voice called A Gathering of Old Men “the best-written novel on Southern race relations in

over a decade.”

Gaines, Ernest

Littératures étrangères contemporaines

Rayon poche

Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans

30/06/1992
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The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman

Dial Books

9780385342780

Miss Jane Pittman. She is one of the most unforgettable heroines in American fiction, a

woman whose life has come to symbolize the struggle for freedom, dignity, and justice.

Ernest J. Gaines's now-classic novel--written as an autobiography--spans one hundred

years of Miss Jane's remarkable life, from her childhood as a slave on a Louisiana

plantation to the Civil Rights era of the 1960s. It is a story of courage and survival, history,

bigotry, and hope--as seen through the eyes of a woman who lived through it all. A

historical tour de force, a triumph of fiction, Miss Jane's eloquent narrative brings to life an

important story of race in America--and stands as a landmark work for our time.

Gaines, Ernest J

Littératures étrangères contemporaines

Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans

27/01/2009
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A Lesson Before Dying

Serpent's Tail

9781846687860

An Oprah Book Club selection Winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award for

Fiction Nominated for a Pulitzer Prize  In a small Cajun community in the late 1940s, a

young black man named Jefferson witnesses a liquor store shootout in which three men are

killed. The only survivor, he is convicted of murder and sentenced to death.     Gaines

explores the deep prejudice of the American South in the tradition of Harper Lee's To Kill

A Mockingbird and Toni Morrison's Beloved. A Lesson Before Dying is a richly

compassionate and deeply moving novel, the story of a young black man sentenced to

death for a murder he did not commit, and a teacher who hopes to ease his burden before

the execution.

Gaines, Ernest J

Littératures étrangères contemporaines

Rayon poche

Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans

04/06/2015
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In My Father's House

Vintage USA

9780679727910

A compelling novel of a man brought to reckon with his buried past...   In St. Adrienne, a

small black community in Louisiana, Reverend Phillip Martin--a respected minister and

civil rights leader--comes face to face with the sins of his youth in the person of Robert X,

a young, unkempt stranger who arrives in town for a mysterious "meeting" with the

Reverend.     In the confrontation between the two, the young man's secret burden explodes

into the open, and Phillip Martin begins a long-neglected journey into his youth to discover

how destructive his former life was, for himself and for those around him.   “...on every

page there's an authentic moment, or a dead-right knot of conversation, or a truer-than-true

turn of phrase...”--Kirkus Reviews

Gaines, Ernest J.

Littératures étrangères contemporaines

Rayon poche

Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans

30/06/1992
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Black Like Me

Serpent's Tail

9781788164528

'A brutal record of segregated America ... essential reading'Guardian   In the autumn of

1959, a white Texan journalist named John Howard Griffin travelled across the Deep

South of the United States disguised as a working-class black man. Black Like Me is

Griffin's own account of his journey.  Published in book form two years later it sold over

five million copies, revealed to a white audience the daily experience of racism and

became one of the best-known accounts of racial injustice in Jim Crow-era America.

Embraced by some and fiercely criticised by others, its legacy sixty years on remains

problematic, but Black Like Me nevertheless stands as a fascinating document of its times.

'There is a saying among Negroes that no white man, no matter how hard he tries, can

really understand what it's like to be black in America. John Howard Griffin has come

closer to this understanding than any white man that I know.' Louis Lomax, Saturday

Review  'If it was a frightening experience for him as nothing but a make-believe Negro

for sixty-six days, then you think about what real Negroes in America have gone through

for 400 years.' Malcolm X

Griffin, John Howard

Littératures étrangères contemporaines

Rayon poche

Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans

31/10/2019

9 7 8 1 5 2 9 3 7 7 8 4 2

Mississippi Solo : John Murray Journeys

John Murray

9781529377842

INTRODUCED BY ADAM WEYMOUTH, award-winning author of The Kings of Yukon

''A wonderful book -- and a highly original contribution to the literature of travel'' PAUL

THEROUX  ''The Mississippi. Mighty, muddy, dangerous, rebellious and yet a strong,

fathering kind of river. The river captured my imagination when I was young and has

never let go.''  Mississippi Solo tells the story of one man''s voyage by canoe down the

Mississippi River from its source in Minnesota to the Gulf of Mexico - a longtime dream,

and a journey of over 2,000 miles through the heart of America.    Paddling into the

Southern states - going from ''where there ain''t no black folks to where they still don''t like

us much'' - Eddy is confronted by the legacy of slavery and modern racism, including an

incident with a pair of shotgun-toting bigots. There are also the dangers of passing barges,

wild dogs roaming the wooded shore, and navigating a waterway that grows vaster, and

more hazardous, every day.   But Eddy also encounters immense human kindness,

friendship and hospitality, as well as coming to know the majestic power - and the

awesome dangers - of the river itself. Mississippi Solo is an unforgettable American

adventure.

Harris, Eddy L

Documents, essais / Récits de voyages

Rayon poche

Tout public

Pays et peuples / Le monde d'aujourd'hui, descriptions et voyages

08/07/2021
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A Rage in Harlem

Penguin Books UK

9780241521083

The greatest find in American crime fiction since Raymond Chandler'' Sunday

Timesbr>br>Jackson''s woman has found him a foolproof way to make money - a

technique for turning ten dollar bills into hundreds. But when the scheme somehow fails,

Jackson is left broke, wanted by the police and desperately racing to get back both his

money and his loving Imabelle.br>br>The first of Chester Himes''s novels featuring the

hardboiled Harlem detectives Coffin Ed Johnson and Grave Digger Jones, A Rage in

Harlem has swagger, brutal humour, lurid violence, a hearse loaded with gold and a

conman dressed as a Sister of Mercy.br>br>With an Introduction by Luc Sante>

Himes, Chester

Littératures étrangères contemporaines

Rayon poche

Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans / Policiers (romans ou nouvelles)

25/03/2021
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Not Without Laughter

Vintage UK

9781784877392

Langston Hughes (1902-1967) was a central figure of the Harlem Renaissance and one of

the most influential and acclaimed American writers of the twentieth century. A renowned

poet from a young age, Hughes'' first collection of poetry, The Weary Blues, was published

when he was just 24. He would go on to publish more than thirty-five books, including his

award-winning debut novel, Not Without Laughter, and the short story collection, The

Ways of White Folks. His widely-read journalism and nonfiction became important

documents in the support and promotion of the civil rights movement.>

Hughes, Langston

Littératures étrangères contemporaines

Rayon poche

Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans

29/09/2022
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Their Eyes Were Watching God

Virago Press Ltd

9780349010335

She was stretched on her back beneath the pear tree soaking in the alto chant of the visiting

bees, the gold of the sun and the panting breath of the breeze when the inaudible voice of it

all came to her . . .  When sixteen-year-old Janie is caught kissing shiftless Johnny Taylor,

her grandmother swiftly marries her off to an old man with sixty acres. Janie endures two

stifling marriages before she finally meets the man of her dreams - who offers not

diamonds, but a packet of flowering seeds.  'Their Eyes Were Watching God is one of the

very greatest American novels of the 20th century. It is so lyrical it should be sentimental;

it is so passionate it should be overwrought, but it is instead a rigorous, convincing and

dazzling piece of prose, as emotionally satisfying as it is impressive. There is no novel I

love more' - Zadie Smith   Books included in the VMC 40th anniversary series include:

Frost in May by Antonia White; The Collected Stories of Grace Paley; Fire from Heaven

by Mary Renault; The Magic Toyshop by Angela Carter; The Weather in the Streets by

Rosamond Lehmann; Deep Water by Patricia Highsmith; The Return of the Soldier by

Rebecca West; Their Eyes Were Watching God by Zora Neale Hurston; Heartburn by

Nora Ephron; The Dud Avocado by Elaine Dundy; Memento Mori by Muriel Spark; A

View of the Harbour by Elizabeth Taylor; and Faces in the Water by Janet Frame

Hurston, Zora Neale

Littératures et textes étrangers classiques

Rayon poche

Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans

03/05/2018
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You Don't Know Us Negroes and Other Essays

Harlequin UK

9780008522971

''One of the greatest writers of our time.'' Toni Morrison  Introduction by New York Times

bestselling author Henry Louis Gates Jr. and Genevieve West  Spanning more than 35

years of work, the first comprehensive collection of essays, criticism, and articles by the

legendary author of the Harlem Renaissance, Zora Neale Hurston, showcasing the

evolution of her distinctive style as an author.   You Don''t Know Us Negroes  is the

quintessential gathering of provocative essays from one of the world''s most celebrated

writers, Zora Neale Hurston. Spanning more than three decades and penned during the

backdrop of the birth of the Harlem Renaissance, Montgomery bus boycott, desegregation

of the military, and school integration, Hurston''s writing articulates the beauty and

authenticity of Black life as only she could.  Collectively, these essays showcase the roles

enslavement and Jim Crow have played in intensifying Black people''s inner lives and

culture rather than destroying it. She argues that in the process of surviving, Black people

re-interpreted every aspect of American culture-"modif[ying] the language, mode of food

preparation, practice of medicine, and most certainly religion.'' White supremacy prevents

the world from seeing or completely recognizing Black people in their full humanity and

Hurston made it her job to lift the veil and reveal the heart and soul of the race. These

pages reflect Hurston as the controversial figure she was - someone who stated that

feminism is a mirage and that the integration of schools did not necessarily improve the

education of Black students. Also covered is the sensational trial of Ruby McCollum, a

wealthy Black woman convicted in 1952 for killing her lover, a white doctor.

Demonstrating the breadth of this revered and influential writer''s work,  You Don''t Know

Us Negroes and Other Essays  is an invaluable chronicle of a writer''s development and a

window into her world and mind.

Hurston, Zora Neale

03/03/2022
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Black Leopard, Red Wolf : Dark Star Trilogy : 1

Penguin Books UK

9780241981856

'Black Leopard, Red Wolf is the kind of novel I never realized I was missing until I read it.

A dangerous, hallucinatory, ancient Africa, which becomes a fantasy world as well-

realized as anything Tolkien made, with language as powerful as Angela Carter's. I cannot

wait for the next installment' Neil Gaiman  In this stunning follow-up to his Man Booker-

winning A Brief History of Seven Killings, Marlon James draws on a rich tradition of

African mythology, fantasy and history to imagine an ancient world, a lost child, an

extraordinary hunter, and a mystery with many answers...  'The child is dead. There is

nothing left to know.'  Tracker is a hunter, known throughout the thirteen kingdoms as one

who has a nose - and he always works alone. But he breaks his own rule when, hired to

find a lost child, he finds himself part of a group of hunters all searching for the same boy.

Each of these companions is stranger and more dangerous than the last, from a giant to a

witch to a shape-shifting Leopard, and each has secrets of their own.  As the mismatched

gang follow the boy's scent from perfumed citadels to infested rivers to the enchanted

darklands and beyond, set upon at every turn by creatures intent on destroying them,

Tracker starts to wonder: who really is this mysterious boy? Why do so many people want

to stop him being found? And, most important of all, who is telling the truth and who is

lying?  Marlon James weaves a tapestry of breathtaking adventure through a world at once

ancient and startlingly modern. And, against this exhilarating backdrop of magic and

violence, he explores the fundamentals of truth, the limits of power, the excesses of

ambition, and our need to understand them all.  Black Leopard, Red Wolf is the first novel

in Marlon James's Dark Star Trilogy.  'A game-changing modern fantasy classic' Financial

Times  'Complex, lyrical, moving and furiously gripping... This new book will propel

James into a new galaxy of literary stardom' Observer  'To call this novel original doesn't

do [it] justice... James has thrown African cultures, mythologies, religions, histories,

world-views and topographies into the mighty cauldron of his imagination to create a work

of literary magic' New Statesman

James, Marlon

Littératures étrangères contemporaines

Rayon poche

Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans / Science-fiction (romans ou nouvelles)

06/02/2020
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A Brief History of Seven Killings

Riverhead

9781594633942

In A Brief History of Seven Killings, Marlon James combines masterful storytelling with

his unrivaled skill at characterization and his meticulous eye for detail to forge a novel of

dazzling ambition and scope.  On December 3, 1976, just before the Jamaican general

election and two days before Bob Marley was to play the Smile Jamaica Concert to ease

political tensions in Kingston, seven unnamed gunmen stormed the singer's house, machine

guns blazing. The attack wounded Marley, his wife, and his manager, and injured several

others. Little was officially released about the gunmen, but rumors abounded regarding the

assassins' fates. A Brief History of Seven Killings is James's fictional exploration of that

dangerous and unstable time in Jamaica's history and beyond. Deftly spanning decades and

continents and peopled with a wide range of characters--assassins, drug dealers,

journalists, and even ghosts--James brings to life the people who walked the streets of

1970s Kingston, who dominated the crack houses of 1980s New York, and who reemerged

into a radically altered Jamaica of the 1990s. Brilliantly inventive, A Brief History of

Seven Killings is an "exhilarating" (The New York Times) epic that's been called "a tour

de force" (The Wall Street Journal).

James, Marlon

Littératures étrangères contemporaines

Rayon poche

Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans

08/09/2015
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A Different Drummer

Riverrun

9781787478039

In 1962, aged just 24, William Melvin Kelley's debut novel A Different Drummer earned

him critical comparisons to James Baldwin and William Faulkner. Fifty-five years later,

author and journalist Kathryn Schulz happened upon the novel serendipitously and was

inspired to write the New Yorker article 'The Lost Giant of American Literature', included

as a foreword to this edition.  June, 1957. One afternoon, in the backwater town of Sutton,

a young black farmer by the name of Tucker Caliban matter-of-factly throws salt on his

field, shoots his horse and livestock, sets fire to his house and departs the southern state.

And thereafter, the entire African-American population leave with him.  The reaction that

follows is told across a dozen chapters, each from the perspective of a different white

townsperson. These are boys, girls, men and women; either liberal or conservative, bigoted

or sympathetic - yet all of whom are grappling with this spontaneous, collective rejection

of subordination.  A lost masterpiece republished for 2018, A Different Drummer is for

readers who have been waiting for the next rediscovered classic.

Kelley, William Melvin

Littératures étrangères contemporaines

Rayon poche

Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans

01/11/2018
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A Drop of Patience

Riverrun

9781787478077

At the age of five, a blind African-American boy is handed over to a brutal state home.

Here Ludlow Washington will suffer for eleven years, until his prodigious musical talent

provides him an unlikely ticket back into the world.  The property of a band, playing for

down-and-outs in a southern dive, Ludlow's pioneering flair will take him to New York

and the very top of the jazz scene - where his personal demons will threaten to drag him

back down to the bottom.  A Drop of Patience is the story a gifted and damaged man

entirely set apart - by blindness, by race, by talent - who must wrestle with adversity and

ambition to generate the acceptance and self-worth that have always eluded him.

Kelley, William Melvin

Littératures étrangères contemporaines

Rayon poche

Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans

03/10/2019
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Dancers on the Shore

Riverrun

9781787478053

'There is no need of prophesying that Mr. Kelley will one day be among the best American

short story writers. Dancers on the Shore proves that he already is' New York Herald

Tribune  In 1964, two years after the critically lauded release of his debut novel A

Different Drummer, William Melvin Kelley published his first collection of short stories,

Dancers on the Shore. Reissued in a new edition by riverrun, these seventeen stories

expand Kelley's literary world, showcase his limitless imagination and spotlight his

inimitable talent.

Kelley, William Melvin

Littératures étrangères contemporaines

Rayon poche

Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans
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Dem

Riverrun

9781529412154

A searing, provocative satire by one of the most important African-American novelists of

the twentieth century that lays bare the abiding racism and the legacy of slavery on the

psyche of white America.     Mitchell Pierce is a well-off New York ad executive whose

marriage is falling apart. He no longer feels any passion for his pregnant wife, Tam, and

even feels estranged from his toddler son, Jake. Mitchell is trapped in an unrewarding and

loveless life, and though domestic violence isn''t in his character, it is never very far away,

either.     Mitchell''s life will irrevocably change one day, though, when a young man

appears at his apartment door to pick up the family''s black maid, Opal, for a date. Cooley

it turns out is not a stranger to the household. The twins that Tam is carrying are a result of

superfecundation-the fertilization of two separate ova by two different males. So when one

child is born black and the other white, Mitchell goes on a quest to find Cooley and make

him take his baby.         In the tradition of Brer Rabbit trickster tales, dem enacts a modern-

day fable of turning the tables on the white oppressor and inverting the history of

miscegenation and subjugation of African Americans. SEE LESS A searing, provocative

satire by one of the most important African-American novelists of the twentieth century

that lays bare the abiding racism and the legacy of slavery on the psyche of white America.

Mitchell Pierce is a well-off New York ad executive whose marriage is falling apart. He no

longer feels any passion for his pregnant wife, Tam, and even feels estranged from his

toddler son, Jake. Mitchell is trapped in an unrewarding and loveless life, and though

domestic violence isn''t in his character, it is never very far away, either.  Mitchell''s life

will irrevocably change one day, though, when a young man appears at his apartment door

to pick up the family''s black maid, Opal, for a date. Cooley it turns out is not a stranger to

the household. The twins that Tam is carrying are a result of superfecundation--the

fertilization of two separate ova by two different males. So when one child is born black

and the other white, Mitchell goes on a quest to find Cooley and make him take his baby.

In the tradition of Brer Rabbit trickster tales, dem enacts a modern-day fable of turning the

tables on the white oppressor and inverting the history of miscegenation and subjugation of

African Americans.

Kelley, William Melvin

Littératures étrangères contemporaines
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To Kill a Mockingbird

Arrow

9780099419785

''Shoot all the Bluejays you want, if you can hit ''em, but remember it''s a sin to kill a

Mockingbird.''  Lawyer Atticus Finch gives this advice to his children as he defends the

real mockingbird of Harper Lee''s classic novel - a black man charged with the rape of a

white girl. Through the young eyes of Scout and Jem Finch, Harper Lee explores with

exuberant humour the irrationality of adult attitudes to race and class in the Deep South of

the 1930s. The conscience of a town steeped in prejudice, violence and hypocrisy is

pricked by the stamina of one man''s struggle for justice. But the weight of history will

only tolerate so much...  A benchmark of classic American literature, To Kill A

Mockingbird approaches the highly sensitive topic of racism in 1930s America with

humour, warmth and compassion, making it widely recognised as one of the best books of

the twentieth century and in American literature.

Lee, Harper

Littératures et textes étrangers classiques

Rayon poche

Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans

05/10/1989
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Deacon King Kong : The New York Times and Oprah's Book Club Pick

Doubleday

9780857527585

'Deacon King Kong is deeply felt, beautifully written and profoundly humane; McBride's

ability to inhabit his characters' foibled, all-too-human interiority helps transform a fine

book into a great one' The New York Times Book Review  'A hilarious, pitch-perfect

comedy set in the Brooklyn projects of the late 1960s. This alone may qualify it as one of

the year's best novels.' The Washington Post  From the winner of a National Book Award

and author of The Good Lord Bird, soon to be a TV series starring Ethan Hawke  The year

is 1969. In a housing project in south Brooklyn, a shambling old church deacon called

Sportscoat shoots - for no apparent reason - the local drug-dealer who used to be part of the

church's baseball team. The repercussions of that moment draw in the whole community,

from Sportscoat's best friend - Hot Sausage - to the local Italian mobsters, the police

(corrupt and otherwise), and the stalwart ladies of the Five Ends Baptist Church.

DEACON KING KONG is a book about a community under threat, about the ways people

pull together in an age when the old rules are being rewritten. It is very funny in places,

and heartbreaking in others. From a prize-winning storyteller, this New York Times

bestseller shows us that not all secrets are meant to be hidden, and that the communities we

build are fragile but vital.                                   ______________________  What

Goodreads readers are saying:  ***** 'Deacon King Kong is one of those novels whose

brilliance sneaks up on you. I haven't been this pleasantly surprised by a book in a while.'

***** 'I do believe I just finished one of my all time favorite books. I loved every minute

spent with Sportcoat and his community. A good old fashioned yarn shot through with

truth, spirit, and humor. I LOVED it!'  ***** 'This book was a balm for my soul, a portrait

of a black church community circa 1969 with sweet characters (well, most of them),

interconnections that stretch back decades, and a plot with more than one mystery at its

heart.'  ***** '"Deacon" has the texture of folk lore and fable mixed with the unexpected

rhythms of jazz and the noisy streets of late 1960s Brooklyn.'  ***** 'The ending was one

of those where you clutch your heart and want to hug the book (or your Kindle).'

McBride, James

Littératures étrangères contemporaines
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Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans
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The Good Lord Bird

Riverhead

9781594632785

Soon to be a Showtime limited series starring Ethan Hawke  Winner of the National Book

Award for Fiction  A Washington Post, Publishers Weekly, Oprah Magazine Top 10 Book

of the Year  From the bestselling author of The Color of Water,Song Yet Sung, Five-Carat

Soul, and Kill 'Em and Leave,  a James Brown biography, comes the story of a young boy

born a slave  who joins John Brown’s antislavery crusade--and who must pass as a girl  to

survive.   Henry Shackleford is a young slave living in  the Kansas Territory in 1857, when

the region is a battleground between  anti- and pro-slavery forces. When John Brown, the

legendary  abolitionist, arrives in the area, an argument between Brown and Henry’s

master quickly turns violent. Henry is forced to leave town--with Brown,  who believes

he’s a girl.   Over the ensuing months, Henry--whom  Brown nicknames Little Onion--

conceals his true identity as he struggles  to stay alive. Eventually Little Onion finds

himself with Brown at the  historic raid on Harpers Ferry in 1859--one of the great

catalysts for  the Civil War.   An absorbing mixture of history and imagination, and told

with McBride’s meticulous eye for detail and character, The Good Lord Bird is both a

rousing adventure and a moving exploration of identity and survival.

McBride, James

Littératures étrangères contemporaines
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Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans
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The Color of Water

Riverhead

9781594481925

From the New York Times bestselling author of Deacon King Kong and The Good Lord

Bird, winner of the National Book Award for Fiction:    The modern classic that

Oprah.com calls one of the best memoirs of a generation and that launched James

McBride’s literary career.   More than two years on The New York Times bestseller list.

Who is Ruth McBride Jordan? A self-declared "light-skinned" woman evasive about her

ethnicity, yet steadfast in her love for her twelve black children. James McBride, journalist,

musician, and son, explores his mother's past, as well as his own upbringing and heritage,

in a poignant and powerful debut, The Color Of Water: A Black Man's Tribute to His

White Mother. The son of a black minister and a woman who would not admit she was

white, James McBride grew up in "orchestrated chaos" with his eleven siblings in the poor,

all-black projects of Red Hook, Brooklyn. "Mommy," a fiercely protective woman with

"dark eyes full of pep and fire," herded her brood to Manhattan's free cultural events, sent

them off on buses to the best (and mainly Jewish) schools, demanded good grades, and

commanded respect. As a young man, McBride saw his mother as a source of

embarrassment, worry, and confusion--and reached thirty before he began to discover the

truth about her early life and long-buried pain.  In The Color of Water, McBride retraces

his mother's footsteps and, through her searing and spirited voice, recreates her remarkable

story. The daughter of a failed itinerant Orthodox rabbi, she was born Rachel Shilsky

(actually Ruchel Dwara Zylska) in Poland on April 1, 1921. Fleeing pogroms, her family

emigrated to America and ultimately settled in Suffolk, Virginia, a small town where anti-

Semitism and racial tensions ran high. With candor and immediacy, Ruth describes her

parents' loveless marriage; her fragile, handicapped mother; her cruel, sexually-abusive

father; and the rest of the family and life she abandoned.  At seventeen, after fleeing

Virginia and settling in New York City, Ruth married a black minister and founded the all-

black New Brown Memorial Baptist Church in her Red Hook living room. "God is the

color of water," Ruth McBride taught her children, firmly convinced that life's blessings

and life's values transcend race. Twice widowed, and continually confronting

overwhelming adversity and racism, Ruth's determination, drive and discipline saw her

dozen children through college--and most through graduate school. At age 65, she herself

received a degree in social work from Temple University.  Interspersed throughout his

mother's compelling narrative, McBride shares candid recollections of his own experiences

as a mixed-race child of poverty, his flirtations with drugs and violence, and his eventual

self- realization and professional success. The Color of Water touches readers of all colors

as a vivid portrait of growing up, a haunting meditation on race and identity, and a lyrical

valentine to a mother from her son.

McBride, James

Rayon poche
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Sula

Vintage UK

9781784876463

Stunningly-designed new editions of Toni Morrison''s best-known novels, published by

Vintage Classics in celebration of her life and work.  As young girls in a poor but close-

knit community, Nel and Sula are inseparable. But their paths as adults couldn''t be more

different: while Nel settles in town to raise a family, Sula escapes for the progressive ideals

of the big city. When Sula reappears ten years later, she comes face to face with a

community whose values are at odds with her fierce individualism and rebellious ways.

Reunited, Nel and Sula must confront the consequences of their actions and the dreadful

secret they shared in childhood.  Two girls who grow up to become women. Two friends

who become something worse than enemies. Terrifying, comic and tragic, Sula overflows

with love and life, friendship and betrayal.

Morrison, Toni

Littératures étrangères contemporaines

Rayon poche

Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans
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Mercy

Vintage UK

9780099502548

A beautiful and important book' The Times    On the day that Jacob, an Anglo-Dutch

trader, agrees to accept a slave in lieu of payment for a debt from a plantation owner, little

Florens's life changes irrevocably.     With her keen intelligence and passion for wearing

the cast-off shoes of her mistress, Florens has never blurred into the background and now

at the age of eight she is uprooted from her family to begin a new life with a new master.

She ends up part of Jacob's household, along with his wife Rebekka, Lina their Native

American servant, and the enigmatic Sorrow who was rescued from a shipwreck.

Together these women face the trials of their harsh environment as Jacob attempts to carve

out a place for himself in the brutally unforgiving landscape of North America in the

seventeenth century.  'Toni Morrison is the greatest chronicler of the American experience

that we have ever known' Tayari Jones, New York Times    BY THE NOBEL PRIZE-

WINNING AUTHOR OF BELOVED    Winner of the PEN/Saul Bellow award for

achievement in American fiction

Morrison, Toni

Littératures étrangères contemporaines
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Beloved

Vintage UK

9781784876432

Stunningly-designed new editions of Toni Morrison''s best-known novels, published by

Vintage Classics in celebration of her life and work.  WITH A NEW INTRODUCTION

BY BOOKER PRIZE WINNING AUTHOR BERNARDINE EVARISTO  Sethe is now

miles away from Sweet Home - the farm where she was kept as a slave for many years.

Unable to forget the unspeakable horrors that took place there, Sethe is haunted by the

violent spectre of her dead child, the daughter who died nameless and whose tombstone is

etched with a single word, ''Beloved''.   A tale of brutality, horror and, above all, love at

any cost, Beloved is Toni Morrison''s enduring masterpiece and best-known work.

Morrison, Toni

Littératures étrangères contemporaines

Rayon poche

Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans
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Home

Vintage UK

9780099555940

A stirring exploration of war, race and belonging from the Nobel-prize winning author of

Beloved.  An angry and self-loathing veteran of the Korean War, Frank Money finds

himself back in racist America after enduring trauma on the front lines that left him with

more than just physical scars. As Frank revisits the memories from childhood and the war

that leave him questioning his shattered sense of self, he unearths the courage he thought

he'd lost forever. It is with incantatory power that Morrison's language reveals an

apparently defeated man finding his manhood - and, finally, his home.  'No other writer in

my lifetime, or perhaps ever, has married so completely an understanding of the structures

of power with knowledge of the human heart'  Kamila Shamsie, Guardian    Winner of the

PEN/Saul Bellow award for achievement in American fiction

Morrison, Toni

Littératures étrangères contemporaines
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Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans
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God Help the Child

Vintage UK

9780099555926

The past has a hold like no other...  Toni Morrison's fierce and provocative novel exposes

the damage adults wreak on children, and how this echoes through the generations.

Sweetness wants to love her child, Bride, but she struggles to love her as a mother should.

Bride, now glamorous, grown up, ebony-black and panther-like, wants to love her man,

Booker, but she finds herself betrayed by a moment in her past, a moment borne of a

desperate burn for the love of her mother. Booker cannot fathom Bride's depths, with his

own love-lorn past bending him out of shape. Can they find a way through the damage

wrought on their blameless childhood souls, to light and happiness, free from pain?   BY

THE NOBEL-PRIZE WINNING AUTHOR OF BELOVED  Winner of the PEN/Saul

Bellow Award for Achievement in American Fiction

Morrison, Toni

Littératures étrangères contemporaines
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Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans
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Race

Vintage UK

9781784872779

Is who we are really only skin deep? In this searing, remonstrative book, Toni Morrison

unravels race through the stories of those debased and dehumanised because of it. A young

black girl longing for the blue eyes of white baby dolls spirals into inferiority and

confusion. A friendship falls apart over a disputed memory. An ex-slave is haunted by a

lonely, rebukeful ghost, bent on bringing their past home. Strange and unexpected, yet

always stirring, Morrison's writing on race sinks us deep into the heart and mind of our

troubled humanity.  Includes selections from the books Song of Solomon, The Bluest Eye,

Beloved by Toni Morrison  VINTAGE MINIS: GREAT MINDS. BIG IDEAS. LITTLE

BOOKS.  A series of short books by the world's greatest writers on the experiences that

make us human  Also in the Vintage Minis series: Sisters by Louisa May Alcott Love by

Jeanette Winterson Babies by Anne Enright Language by Xiaolu Guo

Morrison, Toni

Rayon poche

08/06/2017
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Recitatif

Chatto and Windus

9781784744786

A beautiful, arresting story about race and the relationships that shape us through life by

the legendary Toni Morrison, in a stand-alone, slim Chatto hardback for the first time.  In

this 1983 short story - the only short story Morrison ever wrote - we meet Twyla and

Roberta, who have known each other since they were eight years old and spent four

months together as roommates in St. Bonaventure shelter. Inseparable then, they lose touch

as they grow older, only later to find each other again at a diner, a grocery store, and again

at a protest. Seemingly at opposite ends of every problem, and at each other''s throats each

time they meet, the two women still cannot deny the deep bond their shared experience has

forged between them.  Another work of genius by this masterful writer, Recitatif keeps

Twyla''s and Roberta''s races ambiguous throughout the story. Morrison herself described

Recitatif, a story which will keep readers thinking and discussing for years to come, as "an

experiment in the removal of all racial codes from a narrative about two characters of

different races for whom racial identity is crucial." We know that one is white and one is

Black, but which is which? And who is right about the race of the woman the girls

tormented at the orphanage?  A remarkable look into what keeps us together and what

keeps us apart, and how perceptions are made tangible by reality, Recitatif is a gift to

readers in uncertain times.

Morrison, Toni

Littératures étrangères contemporaines
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Song of Solomon

Vintage UK

9781784876456

Stunningly-designed new editions of Toni Morrison''s best-known novels, published by

Vintage Classics in celebration of her life and work.  Soon after a local eccentric leaps

from a rooftop in a vain attempt at flight, Macon ''Milkman'' Dead III is born. Brought up

by his well-off black family to revere the white world around him, Milkman strives to

make sense of his conflicting identities. Always seeking flight in some way, he leaves his

Michigan home for the South, retracing the steps of his forebears in search of his own

buried heritage and is introduced to an entire cast of strivers and seeresses, liars and

assassins; the inhabitants of a fully realised black world.  Evocative and kaleidoscopic,

Song of Solomon is a brilliantly imagined coming-of-age tale.

Morrison, Toni

Littératures étrangères contemporaines
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Littérature moderne et contemporaine / Romans
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Love

Vintage UK

9780099455493

BY THE NOBEL PRIZE-WINNING AUTHOR OF BELOVED  May, Christine, Heed,

Junior, Vida - even L - all are women obsessed with Bill Cosey. He shapes their yearnings

for a father, husband, lover, guardian, and friend. This audacious vision from a master

storyteller on the nature of love - its appetite, its sublime possession, and its consuming

dread - is rich in characters and dramatic events, and in its profound sensitivity to just how

alive the past can be. Sensual, elegiac and unforgettable, Love ultimately comes full circle

to that indelible, overwhelming first love that marks us forever.  Winner of the PEN/Saul

Bellow award for achievement in American fiction

Morrison, Toni

Littératures étrangères contemporaines
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The Bluest Eye

Vintage UK

9781784876449

Stunningly-designed new editions of Toni Morrison''s best-known novels, published by

Vintage Classics in celebration of her life and work.  WITH A NEW INTRODUCTION

BY CANDICE CARTY-WILLIAMS, AUTHOR OF QUEENIE  Pecola Breedlove longs

for blond hair and blue eyes, so that she will be as beautiful and beloved as all the blond,

blue-eyed children in America. In the autumn of 1941, the marigolds in her garden will not

bloom, and her wish will not come true. Pecola''s life is about to change in other painful

and devastating ways.  A powerful interrogation of what it means to conform to an idea of

beauty, The Bluest Eye asks vital questions about race, class and gender and remains one

of Toni Morrison''s most unforgettable works.

Morrison, Toni

Littératures étrangères contemporaines
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Memphis

John Murray

9781529339239

In luminous, lyrical prose, Tara Stringfellow sings the song of the North women-and the

North men-with wisdom, humor, and deep humanity. Memphis is an American epic, a

tribute to life in all of its sorrow and joyful resilience

Stringfellow, Tara M.
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